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Let b be a p-block of a ﬁnite group G with a defect group P and a
hyperfocal subgroup Q  P . Let c be a block of NG (Q ) associated
with b. We show that if Q  Z(P ) then the Brauer categories of b
and c are equal. We show that if Q is abelian and G is p-solvable,
then b and c are Morita equivalent. Moreover we show that if b is
the principal block, Q is cyclic and Q  Z(P ), then b and c are
isotypic.
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1. Introduction
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with the quotient ﬁeld K and with the algebraically
closed residue ﬁeld k. We assume O is of characteristic 0, K is suﬃciently large and k is of charac-
teristic p > 0. Let G be a ﬁnite group and let b be a (p-)block of G with a defect pointed group Pγ .
Following [21] or [22], the subgroup
Q = 〈[U , O p(NG(Uδ))] ∣∣ Uδ  SL(Pγ )〉
of P is called the hyperfocal subgroup of Pγ , where SL(Pγ ) is the set of local pointed groups on OG
contained in Pγ . Let (P ,bP ) be a maximal b-Brauer pair with which Pγ is associated, and for each
U  P , let (U ,bU ) be the b-Brauer pair contained in (P ,bP ). By [21], 1.7,
Q = 〈[U , O p(NG(U ,bU ))] ∣∣ U  P 〉.
In this paper we will prove the following which are generalizations of the abelian defect group case.
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(i) F(P ,bP )(G,b) = F(P ,bP )(NG(Q ), c). Moreover, if Pγ ′ is the defect pointed group of c associated with
(P ,bP ), then Q is the hyperfocal subgroup of Pγ ′ .
(ii)F(P ,bP )(G,b) =F(P ,bP )(NG(P ),b0). Moreover, if Pγ ′′ is the defect pointed group of b0 associated with
(P ,bP ), then Q is the hyperfocal subgroup of Pγ ′′ .
(iii) Q = [P , O p(NG(Pγ ))] = [P , E] = [Q , E] where E is an inertial group of b (in this paper we call a
p-complement of NG(Pγ )/CG (P ) an inertial group of b).
T. Okuyama and the author showed that (i) in the above theorem is true under the assumption
Q is abelian [17] after this paper is written (see Acknowledgment below). We also show that if
Q  Z(P ), then P = Q × CP (E) (see Proposition 2(i) below).
Theorem 2. Assume that G is p-solvable.
(i) If Q is abelian, then b and c are basic Morita equivalent in the sense of Puig [20].
(ii) If Q  Z(P ), then b and b0 are basic Morita equivalent.
Theorem 2(i) is a special case of the conjecture in Rouquier [24], A.2: b and c are basic derived
equivalent in the sense of Puig [20]. By Corollary 1 below, if Q  Z(P ), then c and b0 are basic Morita
equivalent. Hence Rouquier’s conjecture implies that if Q  Z(P ), then b and b0 are derived equiva-
lent. This is a generalization of Broué’s abelian defect group conjecture [4]. We show the following.
Theorem 3. Assume Q  Z(P ), Q is cyclic and b is the principal block of G. Then b and b0 are isotypic in the
sense of Broué [4].
Using the notation in Theorem 1, the hyperfocal subgroup of Pγ ′′ is contained in Q in general.
In fact the hyperfocal subgroup coincides with [P , O p(NG(Pγ ))] = [P , O p(NG(P ,bP ))]. We also note
that if P is abelian, then Q = [P ,NG(Pγ )] and P = Q × CP (NG(Pγ )). The block b is nilpotent if and
only if Q = 1. It is also known that if b is the principal block of G , then Q = P ∩ O p(G), which we
call a p-hyperfocal subgroup of G ([5], Lemma 2.2; [6], Theorem 1.33).
Following [15], §1, we denote by F(P ,bP )(G,b) the category whose objects are subgroups of P and
for U , R  P , whose set of morphisms HomF(P ,bP )(G,b)(U , R) are the sets of group homomorphism ϕ :
U → R for which there exists an element x ∈ G satisfying x(U ,bU ) ⊆ (R,bR) and ϕ(u) = xux−1 for all
u ∈ U . We call F(P ,bP )(G,b) the Brauer category. By [1], §4, the category F(P ,bP )(G,b) is determined
by the groups NG(U ,bU )/CG (U ) where U  P . A b-Brauer pair (T ,bT ) ⊆ (P ,bP ) is called an Alperin–
Goldschmidt (b-Brauer) pair contained in (P ,bP ) if (T ,bT ) is self-centralizing (that is, Z(T ) is a defect
group of bT ), radical (that is, O p(NG(T ,bT )/T CG (T )) = 1) and is extremal in the sense of [1], §4
(that is, NP (T ) is a defect group of bT as a block of NG(T ,bT ) by [1], Lemma 4.3). By using [1],
Theorem 4.10 we can prove a fusion theorem that the set C of subgroups T of P for which (T ,bT )
is an Alperin–Goldschmidt pair contained in (P ,bP ) is a conjugation family for the Brauer category
F(P ,bP )(G,b). That is, every isomorphism in F(p,bP )(G,b) is the composition of isomorphisms of the
form ϕ : U → R , where U , R are subgroups of P , such that there exist T ∈ C containing both U , R
and x ∈ NG(T ,bT ) satisfying ϕ(u) = xux−1 for all u ∈ U . When b is the principal block, F(P ,bP )(G,b)
is the Frobenius category of P which we denote by FP (G).
We denote by k(b) (resp. l(b)) the number of ordinary (resp. modular) irreducible characters in b.
For any element π of the defect group P of b, the pair (π,bπ ) := (π,b〈π 〉) is a b-Brauer element.
Following [2], for χ ∈ Irr(b), χ(π,bπ ) denotes a class function of G which vanishes outside of the p-
section containing π and χ(π,bπ )(πρ) = χ(πρbπ ) for ρ ∈ CG(π)p′ , and m(π,bπ )χ,χ ′ denotes the inner
product (χ(π,bπ ),χ ′(π,bπ ))G where χ ′ ∈ Irr(b). If a generalized character η of P is (G,b)-stable in the
sense of [3], that is, η(π) = η(πσ ) whenever (π,bπ )σ ∈ (P ,bP ),
χ ∗ η =
∑
(π,b )
η(π)χ(π,bπ )π
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conjugacy classes of b-Brauer elements.
We denote by CFK (G) the vector space of K-valued class functions of G and by BCFK (G) the
vector space of K-valued class functions on the set Gp′ of p′-elements of G . Then the set of irre-
ducible characters of G is a K -basis of CFK (G), and the set of Brauer irreducible characters of G is
a K -basis of BCFK (G). Similarly we deﬁne CFO(G) and BCFO(G). The K -space BCFK (G) can be
regarded as a subspace of CFK (G) canonically, and also BCFO(G) can be regarded as a subspace
of CFO(G). Let u be a p-element of G . We denote by duG : CF K (G) → BCF K (CG(u)) the surjec-
tive K -linear map deﬁned by duG(χ)(s) = χ(us) for any χ ∈ CF K (G) and s ∈ CG(u)p′ . We denote
euG : BCF K (CG(u)) → CF K (G) a section of duG which satisﬁes that for ϕ ∈ BCF K (CG(u)), euG(ϕ)(g) = 0
if the p-part of g is not conjugate to u in G .
Now let Irr(b) (resp. IBr(b)) denote the set of ordinary (resp. modular) irreducible characters
in b, and let CF K (G,b) = ∑χ∈Irr(b) Kχ and RK (G,b) denote the group of generalized characters
in b. Also let CF0K (G,b) = (Kerd1G) ∩ CF K (G,b) and R0K (G,b) = (Kerd1G) ∩RK (G,b). Moreover we
set CFO(G,b) = CFK (G,b) ∩ CFO(G), BCFK (G,b) = BCFK (G) ∩ CF K (G,b) and BCFO(G,b) =
BCFO(G) ∩ CFO(G,b).
For a p-subgroup Z of G , (OG)Z denotes the set of Z -ﬁxed elements of OG by conjugation and
BrZ is the Brauer homomorphism from (OG)Z onto kCG (Z). For a subgroup R of Z , TrZR denotes
the trace map from (OG)R to (OG)Z . We also denote by k(G) the number of ordinary irreducible
characters of G . The principal p-block of G is denoted by b(G). For further standard notations and
terminology, we follow [16] and [25]. In particular we follow [25] for terminology of G-algebras.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
The notations of Section 1 are kept.
Lemma 1. (See [21], Proposition 4.2.) The block bQ of CG (Q ) has CP (Q ) as a defect group and bQ is nilpotent.
Proof. We give a proof for the self-containedness. Set bˆQ = (bP )NG (Q ) . bˆQ has a defect group P and
hence bQ has a defect group CP (Q ) as bQ
PCG (Q ) = bP PCG (Q ) . Moreover the pair (CP (Q ),bCP (Q )Q ) is
a maximal bQ -Brauer pair. For R  CP (Q ), set bR = bRQ . Suppose that R1  R2  CP (Q ). We have
bCG (Q R1)Q R2Q R1 = b
CG (Q R1)Q R2
Q R2
, which implies bCG (Q R1)R2Q R1 = b
CG (Q R1)R2
Q R2
. Thus we have
(R,bR) ⊆
(
CP (Q ),bCP (Q )
)
.
Moreover we have NCG (Q )(R,bR) ⊆ CG(Q ) ∩ NG(RQ ,bRQ ), in particular
O p
(
NCG (Q )(R,bR)
)⊆ O p(CG(Q ) ∩ NG(RQ ,bRQ )).
By [10], 5.3.6,
[
R, O p
(
NCG (Q )(R,bR)
)]= 1
because [R, 〈a〉, 〈a〉] = 1 for any a ∈ (NCG (Q )(R,bR))p′ . Therefore bQ is nilpotent. 
Corollary 1. Assume that Q  Z(P ). Then c = bP NG (Q ) and b0 = bP NG (P ) are basic Morita equivalent.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and [28], Proposition 1(iii), c and bP
NG (P ,bP ) are basic Morita equivalent. Note
NG(P ,bP ) ⊆ NG(Q ). On the other hand b0 and bP NG (P ,bP ) are Clifford equivalent. Hence c and b0 are
basic Morita equivalent. 
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NG(T ,bT ) ⊆ NG(Q ,bQ ).
Proof. By the assumption, Z(T ) = CP (T ) ⊇ Q and hence
[
Q , O p
(
NG(T ,bT )
)]⊆ [T , O p(NG(T ,bT ))]⊆ Q .
Therefore O p(NG(T ,bT )) ⊆ NG(Q ). On the other hand NP (T ) is a defect group of bT as a block of
NG(T ,bT ), hence NG(T ,bT ) = NP (T )O p(NG(T ,bT )) ⊆ NG(Q ). This implies NG(T ,bT ) ⊆ NG(Q ,bQ ) as
(Q ,bQ ) ⊆ (T ,bT ). This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) We set N = NG(Q ). By the assumption (P ,bP ) is a maximal c-Brauer pair.
For any c-Brauer pair (T , cT ) contained in (P ,bP ), set b˜T = cT CG (T ) . We will show b˜T = bT . Since
CG(T ) ⊇ Q , cT CG (T ) is deﬁned. Note that if T  Q , then CG(T ) = CN (T ) and hence b˜T = cT . Here
we will show (T , b˜T ) ⊆ (P ,bP ) by induction on |P : T |. If T = P , our statement is trivially true. Let
U be a subgroup of P such that T  U and suppose that (U , b˜U ) ⊆ (P ,bP ). Since cT is U -invariant,
b˜T is U -invariant. Since cT UCN (T ) = cU UCN (T ) , we have cT UCG (T ) = cU UCG (T ) , hence b˜UCG (T )T = b˜UCG (T )U .
Therefore (T , b˜T ) (U , b˜U ) ⊆ (P ,bP ). Thus b˜T = bT .
It is clear that NG(T ,bT ) ⊇ NN(T , cT ). Suppose that (T ,bT ) ⊆ (P ,bP ) is self-centralizing and ex-
tremal. Then T contains Q as Q  Z(P ), and hence CG(T ) = CN (T ) and bT = cT . By Lemma 2,
NG(T ,bT ) ⊆ NN (T ,bT ) = NN (T , cT ) and hence NG(T ,bT ) = NN (T , cT ). Moreover for any x ∈
NG(T ,bT ) and any subgroup U of T , (U ,bU )x = (Ux,bUx ) and (U , cU )x = (Ux, cUx). Thus by a fu-
sion theorem we can see
HomF(P ,bP )(G,b)(U , R) = HomF(P ,bP )(N,c)(U , R) (∀U , R  P )
and in particular
NG(U ,bU ) = CG(U )NN(U , cU ) (∀U  P ). (1)
Therefore the Brauer categories F(P ,bP )(G,b) and F(P ,bP )(N, c) are equal. The latter half follows
from (1).
(ii) We set N˘ = NG(P ,bP ) and we denote by b˘ the block bP as a block of N˘ . As is well known the
Brauer categories F(P ,bP )(NG(P ),b0) and F(P ,bP )(N˘, b˘) are equal by the Clifford’s theorem for blocks.
Similarly F(P ,bP )(NG(Q ), c) and F(P ,bP )(NG(Q ,bQ ),bQ ) are equal. Hence from (i), we may assume
G = NG(Q ,bQ ). Then b = c and G = CG(Q )(NG(Q ,bQ ) ∩ NG(P ,bP )) = CG(Q )N˘ by the Frattini argu-
ment. For a subgroup T of P , let (T , b˘T ) be a b˘-Brauer pair contained in (P ,bP ). It is not diﬃcult to
see NN˘ (T , b˘T ) ⊆ NG(T ,bT ).
On the other hand, let (R,bR) ⊆ (P ,bP ) be a self-centralizing and extremal b-Brauer pair. Then
Q ⊆ NP (R)∩CG(R) = Z(R) ⊆ R by our assumption. Hence [R, O p(N˘)] ⊆ [P , O p(NG(P ,bP ))] ⊆ Q ⊆ R ,
so we have O p(N˘) ⊆ O p(NG(R,bR)). Since G = CG(Q )N˘ , O p(NG(R,bR)) ⊆ CG(Q )O p(N˘). Therefore
O p
(
NG(R,bR)
)⊆ (CG(Q ) ∩ O p(NG(R,bR)))O p(N˘)
⊆ (CG(Q ) ∩ NG(R,bR))N˘ = NP (R)CG(R)N˘ = CG(R)N˘
because (R,bR) ⊆ (P ,bP ) is extremal and bQ is nilpotent by Lemma 1. We have also NG(R,bR) =
CG(R)NP (R)O p(NG(R,bR)) ⊆ CG(R)N˘ . So NG(R,bR) = CG(R)(NG(R,bR) ∩ N˘), hence
NG(R,bR) = CG(R)NN˘(R, b˘R).
Thus by a fusion theorem, the ﬁrst half is proved. The latter half follows from the ﬁrst.
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follows from the fact Q is central in P . The third equality follows by [10], 5.3.6, because E is a
p′-group. 
Example 1. Let l be a prime different from p. Suppose that a general linear group GL(n,Fl) has an
abelian p-hyperfocal subgroup Q . Let
G =
(
O p(GL(n,Fl)) Mn×m(Fl)
0 R
)
where R is a non-abelian p-subgroup of GL(m,Fl). Then P := Q × R is a non-abelian Sylow p-
subgroup of G and Q is a p-hyperfocal subgroup of G .
Example 2. Set G = S4. G has a self-normalizing Sylow 2-subgroup P of order 8 and has a hyperfocal
2-subgroup of order 4. The Frobenius categories FP (G) and FP (P ) are not equivalent. So we cannot
drop the assumption Q  Z(P ) in Theorem 1(ii).
3. Proof of Theorem 2
Our proof of Theorem 2 is an analogy of the proof of [14], Theorem.
Lemma 3. (See [11], Proposition 3.1(i).) In a general situation, let G be a p-solvable group and let b be a block
of G. There is a subgroup H of G containing O p′ (G) and an H-invariant block e of O p′ (H) such that
OGb ∼= IndGH (OHe)
as interior G-algebras.
Lemma 4. In a general situation, let G be a p-solvable group, let b be a block of G, let H be a subgroup of
G containing O p′ (G) and let e be an H-invariant block of O p′ (H) such that OGb ∼= IndGH (OHe). Let P be a
Sylow p-subgroup of H and let Z  P . Let f be a block of NH (Z) such that fH = e. Then g = TrNG (Z)NH (Z)(f) is a
block idempotent ofONG(Z), gG = b and
ONG(Z)g ∼= IndNG (Z)NH (Z)
(ONH (Z)f) (2)
as interior NG(Z)-algebras.
Proof. Since G is p-solvable, as is well known P is a defect group of e and b. Now if x ∈
NG(Z)\NH (Z), then (BrZ (e))xBrZ (e) = 0 because exe = 0. Thus f xf = 0. Therefore (2) holds. In partic-
ular, the algebras ONH (Z)f and ONG(Z)g have isomorphic centers. As f is primitive in Z(ONH (Z)f),
it follows that g is primitive in Z(ONG(Z)g). On the other hand we have
BrZ (b)f¯= BrZ (b)BrZ (e)f¯= BrZ (e)f¯= f¯,
and hence
BrZ (b)g¯= g¯,
where a¯ is the canonical image of a ∈ OG in kG . Hence g is associated with b. This completes the
proof. 
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a subgroup of G containing O p′ (G) and P , and let e be an H-invariant block of O p′(H) such that OGb ∼=
IndGH (OHe). (By Lemma 3, such H and e exist.) Then we have the following.
(i) By replacing H and e by NG(P )-conjugates if necessary, there exists a maximal e-Brauer pair (P , eP ) such
that bP = TrCG (P )CH (P )(eP ). Moreover
ONG(P )b0 ∼= IndNG (P )NH (P )
(ONH (P )e0)
where e0 = eP NH (P ) .
(ii) Set cH = eP NH (Q ) . Then c = TrNG (Q )NH (Q )(cH ) and we have
ONG(Q )c ∼= IndNG (Q )NH (Q )
(ONH (Q )cH).
Proof. (i) Set Z = P in Lemma 4. Then f in the lemma is the Brauer correspondent of e, and g =
TrNG (P )NH (P )(f) is the Brauer correspondent of b. Now if (P , eP ) is a maximal e-Brauer pair, for any x ∈
CG(P )\CH (P ), (eP )xeP = 0. Therefore b′P := TrCG (P )CH (P )(eP ) is a block idempotent of OCG(P ) and b′Pg =
TrCG (P )CH (P )(eP fg) = Tr
CG (P )
CH (P )
(eP ) = b′P . So (P ,b′P ) is a maximal b-Brauer pair, and hence there exists a ∈
NG(P ) such that
bP =
(
b′P
)a = TrCG (P )CHa (P )((eP )a).
This completes the proof of (i) by replacing H and e by Ha and ea , respectively.
(ii) By Lemma 4 for Z = Q , c′ := TrNG (Q )NH (Q )(cH ) is a block idempotent of ONG(Q ). Moreover c′ =
(eP NH (Q ))NG (Q ) by [16], 5.3.1. Hence c′ = (eP CG (P ))NG (Q ) = bP NG (Q ) = c by [16], 5.3.4. This completes
the proof. 
Lemma 6. In our situation, that is, Q is a hyperfocal subgroup, assume that G is p-solvable.
(i) If Q is abelian, then F(P ,bP )(G,b) =F(P ,bP )(NG(Q ), c). Moreover, if Pγ ′ is the defect pointed group of c
associated with (P ,bP ), then Q is the hyperfocal subgroup of Pγ ′ .
(ii) If Q is abelian and b covers a G-invariant block of O p′ (G), then G = O p′ (G)NG(Q ).
(iii) If Q  Z(P ) and b covers a G-invariant block of O p′ (G), then G = O p′ (G)NG(P ).
Proof. (i) and (ii) Set N = NG(Q ). We prove by induction on |G|. Suppose that a block of O p′ (G)
covered by b is not G-invariant. Then H in Lemma 5 is a proper subgroup of G . As is well known
F(P ,bP )(G,b) =F(P ,eP )(H, e) by using the notations in Lemma 5. In particular Q is a hyperfocal sub-
group of e as a block of H . Similarly F(P ,bP )(N, c) = F(P ,eP )(NH (Q ), cH ) by Lemma 5(ii). By the
induction, F(P ,eP )(H, e) = F(P ,eP )(NH (Q ), cH ), hence F(P ,bP )(G,b) = F(P ,bP )(N, c). Thus we may as-
sume that b covers a G-invariant block of O p′ (G). Then P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and by [12],
Theorem 4.1(i), b is of principal type. Hence F(P ,bP )(G,b) =FP (G). Since G is p-solvable and Q is an
abelian Sylow p-subgroup of J := O p(G), J = O p′ ( J )N J (Q ) = O p′ (G)N J (Q ). Therefore we have
G = J P = O p′(G)N.
This implies (ii), and FP (G) =FP (N). On the other hand, by [14], Lemma 4.2,
O p′(N) = O p′(G) ∩ CG(Q ).
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c is also of principal type. Therefore we have F(P ,bP )(G,b) = F(P ,bP )(N, c). This completes the proof
of (i).
(iii) By [12], Theorem 4.1(i) as in (i), b is of principal type. Hence Q is a p-hyperfocal sub-
group of G . In the factor group G¯ = G/O p′ (G) = G/O p′ ( J ), J¯ = J/O p′ (G) = O p(G¯) and Q¯ =
Q O p′ (G)/O p′ (G) is a p-hyperfocal subgroup of G¯ . Since G¯ is p-solvable and Q¯ is an abelian Sylow
p-subgroup of J¯ by (ii), C J¯ (Q¯ ) = Q¯ . Hence CG¯(Q¯ ) = P¯ by the assumption Q  Z(P ). In particular
O p′ (G)P is normal in G . This completes the proof. 
The following is shown in the proof of [14], Theorem, in which [18] plays an important role.
Lemma 7. In a general situation, let G be a p-solvable group and b be a block of G with defect group P . Let
R be a normal subgroup of P and c be a block of N := NG(R) associated with b. If b covers a G-invariant
block of O p′ (G) and if G = O p′ (G)N, then there is an indecomposable (OGb,ONc)-bimodule M inducing a
Morita equivalence between OGb and ONc such that M as an O(G × N)-module has a vertex 
P and an
endo-permutationO(
P )-module as a source.
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) We prove by induction on |G|. Let e be a block of O p′(G) covered by b. By
Lemma 3 and Lemma 5(ii), we may assume that e is G-invariant. Now Lemma 6(ii) and Lemma 7
complete the proof.
(ii) We prove by induction on |G|. Let e be a block of O p′ (G) covered by b. By Lemma 3 and
Lemma 5(i), we may assume that e is G-invariant. Lemma 6(iii) and Lemma 7 complete the proof. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3
Keeping the notations in Section 1, in this section we prove b and b0 are isotypic under an addi-
tional assumption that b is the principal block, Q  Z(P ) and Q is cyclic.
Proposition 1. Assume that Q  Z(P ) and let T be an abelian subgroup of P . Then bT has a defect group
CP (T ), an inertial group isomorphic to CE (T ) and has a hyperfocal subgroup [CP (T ),CE (T )] where E is a
p-complement of NG(P ,bP )/CG (P ), that is, what we call an inertial group of b.
Proof. Since the b-Brauer pair (T ,bT ) is conjugate to an extremal b-Brauer pair contained in (P ,bP )
by an element of NG(P ,bP ) from Theorem 1(ii), we may assume that (T ,bT ) is extremal in (P ,bP ).
So CP (T ) is a defect group of bT as a block of CG(T ). Set PT = CP (T ) ⊇ T and set C = CG(T ). Then
(PT ,bPT ) is a maximal bT -Brauer pair. Let U be an arbitrary subgroup of PT . We can see the pair
(U ,bUT ) is a bT -Brauer pair contained in (PT ,bPT ). Moreover we have
[
U , O p
(
NC (U ,bUT )
)]⊆ [UT , O p(NG(UT ,bUT ))]⊆ Q .
This implies that the hyperfocal subgroup of bT is contained in Q and hence it is contained in Z(PT )
by the assumption. Since NG(PT ,bPT ) = CG(PT )(NG(PT ,bPT ) ∩ NG(P ,bP )),
NC (PT ,bPT ) = CG(PT )
(
NG(PT ,bPT ) ∩ NC (P ,bP )
)= CC (PT )NC (P ,bP ).
Since NG(P ,bP )/CG(P ) is p-solvable, there is a subgroup L of NG(P ,bP ) containing CG(P ) such that
E := L/CG(P ) is a p-complement of NG(P ,bP )/CG(P ) and that CL(T )/CG (P ) is a p-complement of
NC (P ,bP )/CG(P ). Then we see
NC (PT ,bPT ) = CC (PT )PT CL(T ).
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CL(PT ) ⊆ CL(Q ) = CG(P ), because a p′-group CE (Q ) centralizes P/Q and a p-group Q , CL(PT ) =
CG(P ). Hence an inertial group of bT is isomorphic to CE (T ). By Theorem 1(iii) for bT , [PT ,CL(T )] =
[PT ,CE (T )] (⊆ Q ) is a hyperfocal subgroup of bT . This completes the proof. 
Proposition 2. Assume that Q  Z(P ) and let E be an inertial group of b and set e = |E|.
(i) P = Q × CP (E).
(ii) If E acts on Q \{1} ﬁxed-point freely (that is, for x ∈ Q \{1}, CE (x) = 1), then the number of conjugacy
classes of b-Brauer elements is equal to
((|Q | − 1)/e + 1)k(P/Q ).
Proof. (i) Since Q = [P , E] by Theorem 1(iii), the p′-group E centralizes P/Q , hence E is isomor-
phic to a subgroup of the automorphism group Aut(Q ). Let u ∈ P . E acts on the Q -coset Q u by
conjugation, and the abelian group Q acts on Q u transitively by multiplication. By a lemma of
Glauberman [13], (13.8), there is an element u′ ∈ Q u centralized by E . Therefore P = Q CP (E). This
implies Q = [Q , E], and hence Q ∩ CP (E) = CQ (E) = 1 by [10], 5.2.3. Thus (i) holds.
(ii) By Theorem 1(ii), we may assume G = NG(P ,bP ). Then the number of conjugacy classes of
b-Brauer elements is equal to that of G-conjugacy classes of P . This implies (ii). 
Remarks for Propositions 1 and 2. Under the assumption as in Proposition 2, we remark the follow-
ing.
(i) By Proposition 2, inertial groups of b are Eq (q ∈ Q ) by the Schur–Zassenhaus theorem. Hence
CP (E) does not depend on E ’s as Q  Z(P ). Let T be an abelian subgroup of P . The commutator
group [CP (T ),CE (T )], this is a hyperfocal subgroup of bT by Proposition 1, also does not depend on
E ’s.
(ii) Suppose that Q is cyclic and T is abelian. If T  CP (E), then CE (T ) = 1 and hence bT has
the trivial hyperfocal subgroup, hence bT is nilpotent and l(bT ) = 1 by Proposition 2(i). If T ⊆ CP (E),
then bT has a defect group CP (T ) ⊇ Q and a hyperfocal subgroup Q by Proposition 1 because Q =
[Q , E] ⊆ [CP (T ),CE (T )] ⊆ Q .
(iii) Let Π be a set of representatives for the E-conjugacy classes of Q and Σ be a set of the
representatives of conjugacy classes of CP (E). By Proposition 2, {πσ | π ∈ Π, σ ∈ Σ} is a set of rep-
resentatives for the NG(P ,bP )-conjugacy classes of P . Hence by Theorem 1(ii), {(πσ ,bπσ ) | π ∈ Π,
σ ∈ Σ} is a set of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of b-Brauer elements. Hence for
χ ∈ Irr(b),
χ =
∑
π∈Π,σ∈Σ
χ(πσ ,bπσ ).
Proposition 3. (Cf. [26], Corollary 2.) Under the same assumption and notations as in Proposition 2, assume
that b is the principal block of G and Q is cyclic.
(i) k(b) = (e +m)k(P/Q ), l(b) = e where e = |E| and m = (|Q | − 1)/e.
(ii) l(bx) = |CE (x)| (x ∈ P ).
Proof. (i) Set H = O p(G). Then Q = P ∩ H and G = HCP (E) (semidirect product). Moreover E =
NH (P )CG(P )/CG(P ). By Theorem 1(ii) and Proposition 2(i), we see that E ∼= NH (Q )/CH (Q ). That is
E is isomorphic to an inertial group of b(H) (and hence E is cyclic). Let σ be an arbitrary element
of CP (E). Then 〈H, σ 〉 has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup 〈σ , Q 〉. Hence by Clifford’s theorem, σ sta-
bilizes any ζ ∈ Irr(b(H)), that is, ζ is G-invariant. By [7], any ζ ∈ Irr(b(H)) has the p′-degree. Hence
by [13], Corollary 6.28 or 8.16, any ζ ∈ Irr(b(H)) is extendible as O p(H) = H . By [7], l(b(H)) = e and
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characters are G-invariant. This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) follows from (i) and the above remark on Proposition 2. 
The above proposition seems true without the assumption b is principal (cf. Proposition 2 and
Question in [8], p. 789).
In the rest of this section we assume
b = b(G), H = O p(G), Q  Z(P ) and Q is cyclic.
Now let M be a set of representatives for the E-conjugacy classes of non-trivial linear characters of
Q and for μ ∈M we set ημ =∑x∈E μx . We can regard μ as a linear character of P through P =
Q × CP (E). As a character of P , ημ is NG(P ,bP )-invariant, and hence it is (G,b)-stable by Theorem
1(ii). Set m = (|Q | − 1)/e. By [7], b(H) has e ordinary irreducible characters χ1 = 1H ,χ2, . . . ,χe called
non-exceptional characters and m characters χμ (μ ∈M) called exceptional characters which satisﬁes
χ j(πρ) =  j, χμ(πρ) = ημ(π)
(
π(= 1) ∈ Q , ρ ∈ (CH (π))p′) (3)
where 1 = 1,  j = ±1 for j  2 and  = ±1. Since any χ ∈ Irr(b(H)) is P -invariant from (3), χ is
G-invariant. Note that we see easily that 1H is non-exceptional. From these we can see
m(π,bπ )1H ,1H =
1
|Q | , m
(1,b)
1H ,1H
= 1− |Q | − 1
e|Q | ,
m(1,b)1H ,χ j = −
 j(|Q | − 1)
e|Q | ( j  2), m
(1,b)
1H ,χμ
= − |Q | .
Hence the Broué–Puig generalized character 1H ∗ ημ satisﬁes the following:
1H ∗ ημ = (e − 1)1H −
e∑
j=2
 jχ j + χμ (μ ∈M). (4)
We set R = CP (E) and let σ1, σ2, . . . , σk(R) be representatives for the conjugacy classes of R . Also
let π1,π2, . . . ,πm be representatives for the E-conjugacy classes of Q \{1}. Since P = Q × R from
Proposition 2, Irr(Q ) × Irr(R) = Irr(P ). Since bπiσ j is nilpotent,
m
(πiσ j ,bπiσ j )
1G ,1G
= 1|Q ||CR(σ j)| .
Hence we can see
k(R)∑
j=1
m
(σ j,bσ j )
1G ,1G
= 1− |Q | − 1
e|Q |
because
∑k(R)
j=1
1
|C (σ )| = 1. Hence we haveR j
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(
1− |Q | − 1
e|Q |
)
+
∑
i, j1
ημ(πi)
1
|Q ||CR(σ j)|
= e
(
1− |Q | − 1
e|Q |
)
− 1|Q | = e − 1. (5)
Therefore we have
(1G ∗ ημ,1G ∗ ημ)G =
(
1G ∗ (ημημ−1),1G
)
G = e2 − e + 1 (μ ∈M). (6)
Since (1G ∗ηu)|H = 1H ∗ημ , from (4), (5) and (6), there exist a unique extension χˆi of χi and a unique
extension χˆμ of χμ such that
1G ∗ ημ = (e − 1)1G −
e∑
j=2
 jχˆ j + χˆμ (μ ∈M). (7)
In particular
∑e
j=1  jχˆ j − χˆμ = 0 on Gp′ (μ ∈ M). Since G = O p(G)  R , Irr(R) is regarded as a
subset of Irr(b). We have also the following for any λ ∈ Irr(R)
1G ∗ (ημλ) = (e − 1)λ −
e∑
j=2
 j(χˆ jλ) + (χˆμλ) (μ ∈M). (8)
Since b covers b(H), we have the following.
Proposition 4. Under the assumption of Proposition 3 and with the above notations,
Irr(b) = {χˆiλ, χˆμλ′ ∣∣ i = 1,2, . . . , e; λ,λ′ ∈ Irr(R); μ ∈M}.
Set
L = NG(P )/O p′
(
NG(P )
)= NG(P )/O p′(CG(P ))∼= P  E ∼= (Q  E) × R
and set HL = Q  E = O p(L). We will identify P and E with their images in L. By Theorem 1, FP (G) =
FP (L). Moreover the principal block b(L) is a unique block of L, b0NH (Q ) ∼=OHL and b0NG(P ) ∼=OL.
Also a set of representatives for the L-orbits in P is that of conjugacy classes of p-elements of G .
Set Irr(E) = {ζ j | 1 i  e} ⊆ Irr(L), where ζ1 = 1E . Set ζμ = μHL . We have Irr(L) = {ζˆ jλ | 1 j  e,
λ ∈ Irr(R)} ∪ {ζˆμλ | μ ∈M, λ ∈ Irr(R)}, where ζˆ j (ζˆμ resp.) is the inﬂation of ζ j (ζμ resp.) to L, that
is, ζˆ j = ζ j × 1R , ζˆμ = ζμ × 1R . From (3), the map I :RK (HL,b(HL)) →RK (H,b(H)) deﬁned by
I(ζ j) =  jχ j, I(ζμ) = χμ
is an isotypy in the sense of [4] (cf. [4], Theorem 5.3).
Proposition 5. (Cf. [27], Theorem.) Assume that P is abelian. With the notations above the bijective isometry
Iˆ :RK (L) →RK (G,b) deﬁned by
Iˆ(ζˆ jλ) =  jχˆ jλ, Iˆ(ζˆμλ) = χˆμλ
is an isotypy, by permuting χ2, . . . ,χe if necessary (if m = 1, by permuting χ2, . . . ,χe and χμ).
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Proof. Let τ ∈ T and let xh ∈ CG(T ) where x ∈ R and h ∈ H . We have (τ x)−1h−1τ xh = (τ x)−1τ ∈
H ∩ R by Proposition 2(i). This implies x ∈ CR(T ) and hence CG(T ) = CH (T )CR (T ) = CH (T )CP (T ) =
CH (T )CR (T ). 
In order to prove Proposition 5, we apply (G,b)-local systems in Usami and Puig [19], §3. Assume
that P is abelian and set as above
L = NG(P )/O p′
(
CG(P )
)= P E.
Since b is the principal block, Lˆ in [19] is equal to L. It is clear that L acts “by conjugation” on the
families
{BCF K (CL(T ))}T , {BCF K (CG(T ),bT )}T ,{CF K (CL(T ))}T and {CF K (CG(T ),bT )}T
where T runs over the set of subgroups of P because CG(P ) ⊆ CG(T ). Let T be a subgroup of P . By the
remarks for Proposition 1 and 2, bT has a defect group CP (T ) and has an inertial group isomorphic
to CE (T ). Moreover CL(T ) = CP (T )CE (T ) (cf. Lemma 8 for L).
Let X be an E-stable non-empty set of subgroups of P and assume that X contains any subgroup
of P containing an element of X . A map Γ over X sending T ∈X to a bijective isometry
ΓT : BCF K
(
CL(T )
)∼= BCF K (CG(T ),bT )
is called a (G,b)-local system following [19], §3, if the following holds:
(i) Γ is L-stable, that is, for any T ∈X , and any η ∈ BCF K (CL(T )) and any l ∈ L, we have ΓT (η)l =
ΓT l (η
l).
(ii) For any T ∈X , let 
T : CF K (CL(T )) → CF K (CG (T ),bT ) be deﬁned by

T (η) =
∑
u∈UT
euCG (T )
(
ΓT ·〈u〉
(
duCL(T )(η)
))
(9)
where UT is a set of representatives for the orbits of CE (T ) in P . Then for any η ∈RK (CL(T )),

T (η) is a generalized character of CG(T ).
(iii) For any T ∈X , ΓT maps the trivial Brauer character of CL(T ) to that of CG(T ).
We note 
T does not depend on the choices of UT from condition (i) and this is a bijective
isometry [19], 3.3. From (9), 
T satisﬁes the following:

T (η ∗ λ) = 
T (η) ∗ λ
for any η ∈ CF K (CL(T )) and any λ ∈ CF K (P )CE (T ) [19], 3.4. Here CF K (P )CE (T ) is the set of CE (T )-
invariant elements of CF K (P ). Moreover note that if T  R , ΓT is the trivial map from condition (iii)
because bT is nilpotent, and 
T (η) = 1CG (T ) ∗ η = η for η ∈ CF K (CP (T )) when we identify b(CG (T ))
with OCP (T ) (cf. [4], 5B).
From (9) and condition (iii), 
T (1CL (T )) = 1CG (T ) for any T ∈ X . Since dimKCF K (CL(T )) =
dimKCF K (CG (T ),bT ), condition (ii) implies
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T
(RK (CL(T )))=RK (CG(T ),bT )
for any T ∈X . This and (9) imply
ΓT
(BCFO(CL(T )))= BCFO(CG(T ),bT )
for any T ∈X and hence

T
(CFO(CL(T )))= CFO(CG(T ),bT ).
Therefore we notice that for any T ∈ X , 
T gives a perfect isometry and also an isotypy between
CL(T ) and bT [19], 3.3. In particular if X contains the trivial subgroup of P , then b and b(L) are
isotypic.
Proof of Proposition 5. We may assume e = 1. So we may assume p = 2. Let X0 be the set of sub-
groups T of P such that T  R = CP (E). Since bT is a nilpotent principal block with a defect group
CP (T ) for any T ∈X0, we can construct uniquely a (G,b)-local system over X0 as in the above argu-
ments. Let X be an E-stable set of subgroups of P such that X contains any subgroup of P containing
an element of X , X ⊇X0 and that there is a (G,b)-local system Γ over X . Suppose that {1} /∈X and
let T be a subgroup of P which is maximal, such that T /∈X . Then T ⊆ R , hence CL(T ) = L. We will
extend Γ to a (G,b)-local system over X ′ =X ∪ {T }.
Set C¯G(T ) = CG(T )/T , L¯ = L/T and R¯ = R/T . Then C¯G(T ) ∼= O p(CG(T )) R¯ and L¯ ∼= (Q  E) × R¯ .
Now we see
{(
e∑
j=1
ζˆ j − ζˆμ
)
λ¯
∣∣∣μ ∈M, λ¯ ∈ Irr(R¯)
}
∪ {(λ¯ − 1R¯)ζˆ j ∣∣ 1 j  e, λˆ ∈ Irr(R¯)\{1R¯}}
is a Z-basis of R0K (L¯), and hence this is a K -basis of CF0K (C¯ L(T )). On the other hand by Proposition 4
for the principal block b¯T of C¯G(T ),
Irr(b¯T ) =
{
ψˆ j λ¯,
∣∣ 1 j  e, λ¯ ∈ Irr(R¯)}∪ {ψˆμλ¯ ∣∣μ ∈M, λ¯ ∈ Irr(R¯)}
where
1C¯G (T ) ∗ ημ = (e − 1)1C¯G (T ) −
e∑
j=2
δ jψˆ j + δψˆμ (μ ∈M), δ j ( j  2), δ = ±1.
(Indeed 1CG (T ) ∗ημ = (e− 1)1CG (T ) −
∑e
j=2 δ jψˆ j + δψˆμ (μ ∈M) as a generalized character of CG(T ).)
Moreover from (7) and (8),
{(
e∑
j=1
δ jψˆ j − ψˆμ
)
λ¯
∣∣∣μ ∈M, λ¯ ∈ Irr(R¯)
}
∪ { (λ¯ − 1R¯)ψˆ j ∣∣ 1 j  e, λˆ ∈ Irr(R¯)\{1C¯ R (T )}}
is a Z-basis of R0K (C¯G (T ), b¯T ) and hence this is a K -basis of CF0K (C¯G(T ), b¯T ), where we set δ1 = 1.
Let’s consider the map

0T =
∑
u∈U \T
euCG (T ) ◦ ΓT ·〈u〉 ◦ duL : CF K (L) → CF K
(
CG(T ),bT
)
(10)T
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as U . When we identify CF K (L¯) and CF K (C¯G(T ), b¯T ) with their canonical images in CF K (L) and
CF K (CG(T ),bT ), we have the following by [19], Proposition 3.7,

0T
(CF0K (L¯))= CF0K (C¯G(T ), b¯T )
and 
0T induces a bijective isometry

¯0T : CF0K (L¯) ∼= CF0K
(
C¯G(T ), b¯T
)
such that

¯0T
(R0K (L¯))⊆R0K (C¯G(T ), b¯T ).
Indeed in our situation, from the deﬁnition of 
0T , condition (iii) and (7), we can see

¯0T
((
e∑
j=1
ζˆ j − ζˆμ
)
λ¯
)
=
( ∑
u∈U\T
euCG (T ) ◦ ΓT ·〈u〉 ◦ duL
)(( e∑
j=1
ζˆ j − ζˆμ
)
λ¯
)
= 1C¯G (T ) ∗
(
(e1Q − ημ)λ¯
)= e∑
j=1
δ jψˆ j λ¯ − δψˆμλ¯, (11)
because (
∑e
j=1 ζˆ j − ζˆμ)(σρ) = 0 (σ ∈ R , ρ ∈ CL(σ )p′ ) and (
∑e
j=1 ζˆ j − ζˆμ)(πσ ) = e − ημ(π)
(π(= 1) ∈ Q , σ ∈ R). Similarly we can see

¯0T (λ¯ − 1R¯) =
( ∑
u∈U\T
euCG (T ) ◦ ΓT ·〈u〉 ◦ duL
)
(λ¯ − 1R¯) = λ¯ − 1C¯G (T ). (12)
Since
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(

¯0T
(
(λ¯ − 1R¯)ζˆ j
)
, 
¯0T
(
(λ¯ − 1R¯)ζˆk
))
C¯G (T )
= 2δ jk,(

¯0T
(
(λ¯ − 1R¯)ζˆ j
)
, 
¯0T
((
λ¯′ − 1R¯
)
ζˆ j
))
C¯G (T )
= 1 (λ¯ = λ¯′),(

¯0T
(
e∑
j=1
ζˆ j − ζˆμ
)
, 
¯0T
(
(λ¯ − 1R¯)ζˆ j
))
C¯G (T )
= −1,
where j,k 2, μ ∈M, λ¯, λ¯′(= 1R¯) ∈ Irr(R¯), from (11) and (12) we have

¯0T
(
(λ¯ − 1R¯)ζˆ j
)= δ j(λ¯ − 1C¯G (T ))ψˆ j (13)
for j  1 and λ¯ ∈ Irr(R¯), by permuting ψˆ2, . . . , ψˆe if necessary (if m = 1, by permuting ψˆ2, . . . , ψˆe
and ψˆμ). (Recall p  3 and e  2.)
Let 
¯T : CF K (L¯) → CF K (C¯G(T ), b¯T ) be the bijective isometry deﬁned by

¯T (ζˆ j λ¯) = δ jψˆ j λ¯, 
¯T (ζˆμλ¯) = δψˆμλ¯.
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¯0T from (11) and (13), and 
¯T (RK (L¯)) =RK (C¯G(T ), b¯T ). Since CE (T ) = E =
NE (T ), 
¯T is NE (T )-stable. Therefore 
¯T determines an NE(T )-stable bijective isometry
ΓT : BCF K (L) → BCF K
(
CG(T ),bT
)
since the restriction induces isometries from BCF K (L¯) onto BCF K (L) and from BCF K (C¯G(T ), b¯T )
onto BCF K (CG (T ),bT ). Thus Γ is extended to a map Γ ′ deﬁned over X ′ . By the proof of [19],
Proposition 3.11, Γ ′ fulﬁlls conditions (i) and (ii). Moreover as in the proof of [19], Proposition 3.11,
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

T (ζˆ j) =
∑
u∈U
euCG (T )
(
Γ ′T ·〈u〉
(
duL (ζˆ j)
))= 
¯T (ζˆ j) = δ jψˆ j,

T (ζˆμ) =
∑
u∈U
euCG (T )
(
Γ ′T ·〈u〉
(
duL (ζˆμ)
))= 
¯T (ζˆμ) = δψˆμ. (14)
It is evident that ΓT satisﬁes condition (iii) as 
¯T (ζˆ1) = 1C¯G (T ) . Thus we shall obtain a (G,b)-local
system over the set of all subgroups of P regarding the (G,b)-local system over X0 as a starting point.
Then, since 
〈1〉|RK (G,b) = Iˆ from (14), Iˆ is an isotypy with local system {
〈υ〉|RK (CL (υ))}〈υ〉P in the
sense of [4]. Thus a proof of Proposition 5 is complete. 
Let σ be an arbitrary element of R . By Lemma 8 and Proposition 1, CG(σ ) = CH (σ )CR(σ ) and,
bσ has a defect group CP (σ ) and a hyperfocal subgroup Q . For υ ∈ P , we set bυ = b(CG (υ)). By
Proposition 4, we can deﬁne as follows
Irr(bσ ) =
{
χˆσj λ
∣∣ 1 j  e, λ ∈ Irr(CG(σ )/CH (σ ))}
∪ {χˆσμλ ∣∣μ ∈M, λ ∈ Irr(CG(σ )/CH (σ ))}
where
1CG (σ ) ∗ ημ = (e − 1)1CG (σ ) −
e∑
j=2
σj χˆ
σ
j + σ χˆσμ
(
σj , 
σ = ±1).
Put Gσ = 〈O p(G),σ 〉 = 〈H, σ 〉. We have
1Gσ ∗ ημ = (e − 1)1Gσ −
e∑
j=2
 jχˆ j|Gσ + χˆμ|Gσ ,
1CGσ (σ ) ∗ ημ = (e − 1)1CGσ (σ ) −
e∑
j=2
σj χˆ
σ
j
∣∣
CGσ (σ )
+ σ χˆσμ
∣∣
CGσ (σ )
.
The following is a key to generalize Proposition 5 to the non-abelian case.
Corollary 2. For σ ∈ R = CP (E) and π(= 1) ∈ Q ,
χˆ j(σπρ) =  j, χˆμ(σπρ) = ημ(π)
(∀ρ ∈ CG(σπ)p′), (15)
and
χˆ j(σρ) =  jσj χˆσj (ρ), χˆμ(σρ) = σ χˆσμ (ρ)
(∀ρ ∈ CG(σ )p′) (16)
by permuting χσ2 , . . . ,χ
σ
e if necessary (when m = 1, by permuting χσ2 , . . . ,χσe and χσμ ).
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Proposition 6. Under our assumption that b = b(G), Q  Z(P ) and Q is cyclic, the bijective isometry
Iˆ :RK (L) →RK (G,b) deﬁned by
Iˆ(ζˆ jλ) =  jχˆ jλ, Iˆ(ζˆμλ) = χˆμλ
(
1 j  e, λ ∈ Irr(R))
is a perfect isometry.
Proof. Recall again that the proposition is true if G = H . So we assume G = H . We set G¯ =
G/O p(G) ∼= R and we consider the function Ξ on G × L deﬁned by
Ξ(g, l) =
∑
λ∈Irr(G¯)
e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(g)λ(g)ζˆ j(l)λ(l) + 
∑
λ∈Irr(G¯)
∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(g)λ(g)ζˆμ(l)λ(l).
If Ξ(g, l) = 0, then g¯ = gH and l¯−1 are G¯-conjugate, and then we have
Ξ(g, l) = ∣∣CG¯(g¯)∣∣
(
e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(g)ζˆ j(l) + 
∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(g)ζˆμ(l)
)
. (17)
We see easily that if g and l are not both p-regular or not both p-singular, then Ξ(g, l) = 0. So it
suﬃces to show Ξ(g, l) is divisible by |CG(g)| and |CL(l)| in O. From now we ﬁx an element σ ∈ R
recalling P = Q × R and consider a function on H × HL ,
Φ
(
στ ,σ−1υ
)= e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(στ )ζˆ j
(
σ−1υ
)+  ∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(στ )ζˆμ
(
σ−1υ
)
(τ ∈ H, υ ∈ HL)
where, as above, H = O p(G) and HL = O p(L). It suﬃces to show that Φ(στ ,σ−1υ) divisible by
|CH (στ )| and |CHL (σ−1υ)| from (17). We note that στ is G-conjugate to σπρ for some π ∈ Q
and some ρ ∈ CG(σπ)p′ because G ∼= H  R . On the other hand συ is L-conjugate to σπ for some
π(= 1) ∈ Q or L-conjugate to σ y for some y ∈ E .
Let π(= 1),π ′(= 1) ∈ Q . Suppose that π ′ is not L-conjugate to π−1. From (15) in Corollary 2, for
any ρ ∈ CG(σπ)p′ ,
Φ
(
σπρ,σ−1π ′
)= e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(σπρ)ζˆ j
(
σ−1π ′
)+ ∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(σπρ)ζˆμ
(
σ−1π ′
)
=
e∑
j=1
ζˆ j(1) +
∑
μ∈M
ημ(π)ημ
(
π ′
)= 0.
Moreover
Φ
(
σπρ,σ−1π−1
)= e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(σπρ)ζˆ j
(
σ−1π−1
)+ ∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(σπρ)ζˆμ
(
σ−1π−1
)
=
e∑
j=1
ζˆ j(1) +
∑
μ∈M
ημ(π)ημ
(
π−1
)= |Q |.
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Φ
(
σρ,σ−1π
)= e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(σρ)ζˆ j
(
σ−1π
)+ ∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(σρ)ζˆμ
(
σ−1π
)
=
e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(σρ) +
∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(σρ)ημ(π) = 0
from (15) and by the orthogonality relations for blocks and sections, because σ and σπ−1 is not
G-conjugate. Let x(= 1) ∈ CL(σ )p′ . From (15) again, for any π(= 1) ∈ Q and any ρ ∈ CG(σπ)p′ ,
Φ
(
σπρ,σ−1x
)= e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(σπρ)ζˆ j
(
σ−1x
)+ ∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(σπρ)ζˆμ
(
σ−1x
)
=
e∑
j=1
ζˆ j(x) = 0.
From (16), for ρ ∈ (CG(σ ))p′ ,
Φ
(
σρ,σ−1x
)= e∑
j=1
σj χˆ
σ
j (ρ)ζˆ j(x) +
∑
μ∈M
σ χˆσμ (ρ)ζˆμ(x).
This is divisible by |CH (σρ)| and |CHL (σ−1x)| because b(CH (σ )) and b(HL) are perfect isometric (cf.
Proposition 1 and Lemma 8).
Finally for any π(= 1) ∈ Q and any ρ ∈ CG(σπ)p′ ,
Φ
(
σπρ,σ−1
)= e∑
j=1
 jχˆ j(σπρ)ζˆ j
(
σ−1
)+ ∑
μ∈M
χˆμ(σπρ)ζˆμ
(
σ−1
)
= e +
∑
μ∈M
ημ(π)e = 0.
From (16), for ρ ∈ CG(σ )p′ ,
Φ
(
σρ,σ−1
)= e∑
j=1
σj χˆ
σ
j (ρ)ζˆ j(1) +
∑
μ∈M
σ χˆσμ (ρ)ζˆμ(1).
This is divisible by |CH (σρ)| and |CHL (σ−1)| because b(CH (σ )) and b(HL) are perfect isometric. Thus
the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For σ ∈ R , let Iˆ〈σ 〉 be a perfect isometry from RK (CL(σ ),b(CL(σ )) onto
RK (CG (σ ),bσ ) deﬁned by
Iˆ〈σ 〉(ζˆ jλ) = σj χˆσj λ, Iˆ〈σ 〉(ζˆμλ) = σ χˆσμλ
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the other hand for π ∈ P\R , we denote by Iˆπ the trivial perfect isometry from RK (CL(π)) onto
RK (CG (π),bπ ) recalling bπ is a nilpotent principal block. By the deﬁnition of isotypy and Corollary
2, we attain the goal: the bijective isometry Iˆ :RK (L) →RK (G,b) deﬁned by
Iˆ(ζˆ jλ) =  jχˆ jλ, Iˆ(ζˆμλ) = χˆμλ
(
1 j  e, λ ∈ Irr(R))
is an isotypy from RK (L) onto RK (G,b) with local system { Iˆ〈υ〉}〈υ〉P . This completes the proof. 
5. Example
As in Section 1, let b be a block of G with a maximal b-Brauer pair (P ,bP ), let E be an inertial
group of b and set L = P  E as in Section 4.
Proposition 7. In a general setting, let b be a block of G with a defect pointed group Pγ and with a maximal
b-Brauer pair (P ,bP ) with which Pγ is associated. Let Q be a normal subgroup of P which contains the
hyperfocal subgroup of b with respect to Pγ . If Q is cyclic and there is a normal subgroup R of G such that
P = Q × R, then b and b0 = bP NG (P ) are derived equivalent.
Proof. Let S = jOG j ( j ∈ γ ) be a source algebra of b and let G¯ = G/R . Since Q contains the hyper-
focal subgroup of b [9], Theorem 1.7 says:
The natural homomorphism OG → OG¯ maps the block b and the block algebra OGb to an O-block b¯
and the block algebra OG¯b¯ respectively; and the image γ¯ is a local point of P¯ on OG¯ , hence P¯ γ¯ and the
image S¯ are a defect pointed group and a source algebra of the block b¯ respectively. Regarding S¯ and OR
as interior P -algebras in the natural way, we have an interior P -algebra isomorphism
S ∼= S¯ ⊗O OR.
By using this fact we prove the proposition. Here we shall show E is isomorphic to an inertial quo-
tient group E¯ of b¯ by the natural homomorphism x ∈ G → x¯ ∈ G¯ . Let b′¯
P
be the block of CG (P )
corresponding to bP , where CG(P ) = CG (P )R/R ∼= CG(P )/CR(P ). Now we have
[
R, O p
(
NG(Pγ )
)]⊂ R ∩ [P , O p(NG(Pγ ))]⊂ R ∩ Q = 1.
Let c¯ be a p′-element of CG¯( P¯ )∩ NG¯( P¯ ,b′¯P ), where c is a p′-element of NG(P ). Then c ∈ O p(NG(Pγ ))
and hence c ∈ CG(R), and hence we see c ∈ CG(P ). So |CG¯( P¯ ) ∩ NG¯( P¯ ,b′¯P ) : CG(P )| is a p-power,
therefore CG¯( P¯ )∩NG¯( P¯ ,b′¯P ) = PCG(P ). This implies that b′¯P is covered by a unique block b¯ P¯ of CG¯( P¯ )
and we see ( P¯ , b¯ P¯ ) is a maximal b¯-Brauer pair. Moreover by the Frattini argument
NG¯( P¯ , b¯ P¯ ) = CG¯( P¯ )NG¯
(
P¯ ,b′¯
P
)= CG¯( P¯ )NG(P ,bP ),
and we have
E ∼= NG(P ,bP )/CG(P )P ∼= NG¯( P¯ , b¯ P¯ )/CG¯( P¯ ) P¯ ∼= E¯.
In particular, since E¯ is cyclic, E is cyclic. Identifying E with a p-complement of NG(P ,bP )/CG (P ),
we have an interior P -algebra isomorphism
A. Watanabe / Journal of Algebra 368 (2012) 358–375 375OL ∼=O(Q  E) ⊗O OR ∼=O( P¯  E¯) ⊗O OR
because E centralizes R . A source algebra of b0 is isomorphic to the interior P -algebra OL as E is
cyclic. On the other hand S¯ and O L¯ are derived equivalent as is well known [23]. Hence by the above
Fan’s theorem, S and OL derived equivalent. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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